
So... What’s Nu? 
Mazeltov! 

Births 
Sandy and Lauren Van Der Zanden on 

the birth of twin girls 
Stan and Ava Smookler on the birth of 

twin granddaughters 

Staff end of year collection! 

As the year is drawing to an end, we ask 
the community to brighten up our staff’s 

holidays (including the security guards that 
keep the campus safe 24/7) by dropping 
off parcels of non-perishable food so we 
can package up Xmas parcels for them.  

We will be distributing the parcels during 
the 1st week of December. 

Our Sandton Jolly Seniors 
Club 

Join us on Wednesday mornings for a fun 
morning! 

Carol Zimmerman gives a 20-minute 
inspirational talk before the movie 

Bring your friends! 
Time:  10h00   Venue: Games Room 

Condolences 
Jeff Lipshitz on the loss of his wife 

Justin Lipshitz on the loss of his mother 
Tarryn Lipshitz on the loss of her mother 

Shabbat Halacha 
By Rabbi Suchard 

If you forget or could not make Kiddush on 
Friday night, you may recite the full 

Kiddush on Shabbat day, except for the 
first paragraph “Vayachulu”.  The reason is 

that Hashem finished creation on Friday 
evening and the paragraph “Vayachulu” 
refers to the finishing of the six days of 

creation. 

Davening Times 
Shacharit 

Monday and Thursday – 06h00 & 06h45 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday – 06h15 & 

06h45  
Sundays and Public Holidays – 07h00  

 Mincha – 18h15 

Rosh Chodesh / Fast Day / Chol Hamoed 
1st Minyan – Davening will commence a 

05h45 throughout the week 
2nd Minyan – Davening will commence at 

06h30 throughout the week 

SECURITY 
CSO Security / Medical Emergency & 
Information Number: 086 18 000 18. 

Edited by Rabbi Suchard 
Published by Sandton Shul  

011 8834210 / 
sandtonshul@sandtonshul.co.za 

The Israeli Bus Driver’s Plea 
by Chani Schwartz 
“Are you religious?” the Israeli bus driver asked me. 

I answered in the affirmative. It was pretty obvious given the sharp contrast of dress between 

myself and the rest: Shorts and tank tops….and my long skirt with three-quarter sleeve shirt, and 

hair-covering. I was the bus leader for 50 women who were on a Jewish Women’s Renaissance 

Project (JWRP) trip that’s like a “Birth right for Moms.” 

The driver asked me if I could pray for his brother whose skull was brutally smashed in a terror 

attack a few months prior that left him comatose. Quite shaken (Israelis get to the point rather 

quickly), I fervently wished his brother well, asked for his full Jewish name, and promised to pray 

for him. I took the mic and got down to the business of turning a long bus ride into a meaningful, 

educational and inspirational experience. 

During down time, it occurred to me to ask these women to help pray for the bus driver’s 

brother. We had just discussed the concept of Hashgacha Pratit, the awareness of the “hand of 

God” in our lives. A number of women had shared some incredible personal anecdotes of their 

own, acknowledging God’s presence in their stories. I figured that was a good backdrop for the 

bus driver’s plea. I explained to the women that we would be saying a short prayer from Psalms 

for the bus driver’s brother who was the victim of a vicious axe-wielding terror attack. There was 

a hushed silence. After the third phrase I choked up, the words swimming in front of me. I felt 

overwhelmed. Not just because of the unspeakable torture inflicted on this poor man, or for the 

depravity of a world gone mad. I was struck by the intense feeling of unity on the bus. 

Here we were, Jewish women from all over the world, praying together in a language they never 

learned, for a fellow Jew we never met. They cried together with me. Because we were not 

strangers. We were connected soul to soul, sisters storming the heavens for a brother in pain, in 

a country we all call home. With tears, I finished the prayer and wished a speedy recovery to Tzvi 

Achiya ben Batya (Tzvika). Before putting down the mic I turned to the driver and said in 

Hebrew, “All Jews are connected with one another. It does not matter where we live.” He was 

very touched. 

A few days later, after a gut-wrenching visit to Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust Memorial 

Museum, our bus driver approached me again. He hesitantly asked if I could raise money from 

the women on the bus for his brother’s wife and four young children who were suffering terribly 

from their horrific ordeal. 

I took the mic and explained that tzedaka is a fundamental pillar of the world and one of God’s 

most cherished mitzvot. One woman immediately volunteered to take up a collection over the 
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last remaining two days of the trip. In all, she collected one thousand dollars which was then 

given discreetly to the driver. 

On the last day of the trip, the bus driver approached me with a big smile on his face. With great 

emotion in his voice he told me that he went to visit Tzvika in the hospital the night before, and 

that he was responsive! He was out of the coma and communicating! After hearing about the 

prayers and contributions of the passengers on his behalf, Tzvika’s face lit up. He asked his 

brother to thank them for him. 

The women were very emotional after hearing the wonderful news. We felt unified, part of a 

greater mission. We returned to our respective homes across the world, secure in the knowledge 

that we had discovered not only a bit more of our Jewish heritage through the Holy Land, but 

also reconnected to the power of Jewish women throughout the ages. 

Soon after our trip, I received an excited message from our NY JWRP city leader to check out that 

day’s news on Arutz Sheva. The headlines blared: “Half a year after brutal axe attack, Tzvika 

Cohen goes home. Defying the odds, terror victim makes astonishing recovery, is released from 

hospital nearly six months after attack that left him comatose….” 

The article described how doctors warned the family that Tzvika may never wake up from his 

coma and that if he did he would likely be paralyzed. Tzvika left the hospital able to walk and 

care for himself. 

I sent the link to all the 50 women who prayed for him. Fifty women on a bus. Fifty prayers that 

soared upward, storming the heavens like only Jewish women can. 

The Woman in the Burqa 

by Dr. Jacob L. Freedman 

I haven't been on a college campus in a long time. Back when I was an undergrad, being 

Jewish didn't place a target on my head. Sure, I had my share of arguments with folks who 

made some inappropriate comments and even a scuffle or two (or twelve), but anti-

Semitism wasn't as prevalent and out in the open as it is these days. 

Last month a college newspaper in California published anti-Semitic cartoons about Alan 

Dershowitz that mirror Nazi propaganda. Pro-Israel freedom of speech is squashed even by 

Jewish organizations such as the Princeton Hillel where an Israeli diplomat was blocked 

from lecturing (they later apologized, but still – how did it happen in the first place?). And 

then there are the cowards from BDS movements who engage in libellous and even 

physically-intimidating tactics to scare Jewish and pro-Israel students. 

So when I was recently asked to speak to a group of American college students on a trip to 

Jerusalem, I wasn't surprised to hear that all had felt intimidated because of their faith. They 

had been shouted down in class, embarrassed for wearing their kippot, and even presented 

with "eviction notices" to leave their dorms. 

It was time to make them proud again to be Jewish. To help them appreciate that they are 

part of the most wonderful nation in the world charged with the mission to bring light to the 

world. 

Preparing for my talk reminded me of a unique case I had in my clinic. I am a clinical 

psychiatrist and work at an Orthodox Jewish treatment facility in Jerusalem; the vast 

majority of patients that I see are religious Jews. I am inspired every day by the faith of my 

patients under adverse circumstances. One day the name Fahima was on my patient list and 

I was very curious to see who would walk in. 

A religious Arab woman entered my office with her infant child. While I was surprised to see 

a woman wearing a burqa in my clinic that mainly serves the Orthodox Jewish community, I 

was happy to provide the same high-quality of care to all. 

Fahima told me an awful story of her husband's brutal temper and how he's broken her ribs 

after she returned from the hospital the previous month having delivered a girl instead of a 

boy. He had subsequently began drinking alcohol on a daily basis and would threaten her life 

throughout the night. 

As we spoke, it became clear to me that making a diagnosis was less important than finding 

this young woman a safe haven from her increasingly-abusive husband. With her 

permission, I contacted the local welfare office and was able to schedule her an intake at a 

domestic violence shelter in the city. 

Within an hour, a social worker from the city had arrived to bring her to a safe place. As the 

episode neared its closure, I couldn't help but to wonder what had brought Fahima to our 

clinic as opposed to any of the other facilities in the area. Luckily Fahima answered my 

question for me as she walked out the door. 

"God bless you Dr. Freedman. I had nowhere to turn in my own village but I knew if I came 

to the Jews that they would help me. God bless you." 

I was grateful for her blessing, and I felt proud. Not of myself of course – I had only done the 

simple and obvious thing of connecting a domestic violence victim with social welfare 

services – but proud of the Jewish people. Her words echoed in my mind, "I knew if I came to 

the Jews that they would help me." 

For every Jew who ever felt that the name Goldstein was too Jewish or that wearing a kippah 

wasn't cool, I beg to differ. And for every Jewish comedian that seeks to belittle their 

heritage for a few cheap laughs, I'd offer a rebuttal: nothing should make a person prouder 

than being part of a people with a national mission to fix the world. 

And that was my message to those college students. "But it's so hard," one them said to me. 

“It’s true,” I replied, “but a little bit of light can chase away a whole lot of darkness.” 

FUNNY THINGS: Moishe's Hamster

Little Moishie Shiffman had been begging his mother for months to get a pet hamster. After 
promising that he would take care of it, Moishie's mother finally relented. And sure enough, 
it ended up being Mom's responsibility. 

One evening, exasperated, Mrs. Shiffman asked Moishie, "How many times do you think that 
hamster would have died if I hadn't looked after it?" 

After a moment, Moishie replied quizzically, "Once?" 
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